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The ongoing explosion of antibiotic-resistant infections continues to plague global and US health care. Meanwhile, an equally alarming decline has occurred in the research and development of new antibiotics to deal with the threat. In response to this microbial “perfect storm,” in 2001, the federal Interagency Task Force on Antimicrobial Resistance released the “Action Plan to Combat Antimicrobial Resistance; Part 1: Domestic” to strengthen the response in the United States. The Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) followed in 2004 with its own report, “Bad Bugs, No Drugs: As Antibiotic Discovery Stagnates, A Public Health Crisis Brews,” which proposed incentives to reinvigorate pharmaceutical investment in antibiotic research and development. The IDSA’s subsequent lobbying efforts led to the introduction of promising legislation in the 109th US Congress (January 2005–December 2006). Unfortunately, the legislation was not enacted. During the 110th Congress, the IDSA has continued to work with congressional leaders on promising legislation to address antibiotic-resistant infection. Nevertheless, despite intensive public relations and lobbying efforts, it remains unclear whether sufficiently robust legislation will be enacted. In the meantime, microbes continue to become more resistant, the antibiotic pipeline continues to diminish, and the majority of the public remains unaware of this critical situation. The result of insufficient federal funding; insufficient surveillance, prevention, and control; insufficient research and development activities; misguided regulation of antibiotics in agriculture and, in particular, for food animals; and insufficient overall coordination of US (and international) efforts could mean a literal return to the preantibiotic era for many types of infections. If we are to address the antimicrobial resistance crisis, a concerted, grassroots effort led by the medical community will be required.

We are in the midst of an emerging crisis of antibiotic resistance for microbial pathogens in the United States and throughout the world [1–4]. Epidemic antibiotic resistance has been described in numerous pathogens in varying contexts, including—but not limited to—a global pandemic of methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) infection [5–12]; the global spread of drug resistance among common respiratory pathogens, including *Streptococcus pneumoniae* [13–19] and *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* [20–29]; and epidemic increases in multidrug-resistant (and, increasingly, truly pan-resistant) gram-negative bacilli [30–39]. Infections caused by these and other antibiotic-resistant microbes impact clinicians practicing in every field of medicine. Given their breadth of effect and significant impact on morbidity and mortality, multidrug-resistant microbes are considered a substantial threat to US public health.
and national security by the National Academy of Science's Institute of Medicine [40], the federal Interagency Task Force on Antimicrobial Resistance (Interagency Task Force) [41], and the Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) [4].

At the very moment when increasing antimicrobial resistance has created a critical need to strengthen society’s response, especially through the development of new antibiotics with novel mechanisms of action, pharmaceutical companies have been abandoning the development of anti-infectives [42–44]. In response to the overall threat, the Interagency Task Force released an “Action Plan to Combat Antimicrobial Resistance; Part 1: Domestic” (hereafter referred to as “the Action Plan”) in 2001 [45]. The Action Plan, which was never fully funded, contained 84 action elements, 13 of which were designated as “top priority.” The elements fell into 4 overarching activity areas: surveillance, prevention and control, research, and product development. Unfortunately, since 2001, without any additional, dedicated resources, US federal agencies, including the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the National Institutes of Health, and the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), have been unable to sufficiently implement the surveillance, prevention and control, and research elements of the Action Plan. Furthermore, despite the fact that it was a top priority in the Action Plan, no additional measures have been proposed by the US government to stimulate research and development (R&D) of new diagnostics, vaccines, or (most critically) antibiotics.

In 2004, because of the growing crisis of antibiotic-resistant infection and the continued egress of pharmaceutical companies from antibiotic R&D, the IDSA released a report, “Bad Bugs, No Drugs: As Antibiotic Discovery Stagnates, A Public Health Crisis Brews” [4], to publicize the problem and advise the US government on potential solutions. Unfortunately, to date, the resulting publicity and efforts to stimulate the adoption of solutions to spur new antibiotic discovery have failed. Despite recent, promising developments on Capitol Hill that may lead to better use of previously developed antibiotics, there are no signs that development of novel, priority antibiotics (i.e., those that can treat serious or life-threatening infections that are resistant to current antibiotics) will be stimulated in the coming decade. The purpose of this article is to review the causes of this societal conundrum, to summarize the IDSA’s response to date, and to urge immediate, grassroots action by the medical community to attempt to address the deepening antimicrobial resistance crisis and, in particular, the need to significantly revitalize antibiotic R&D.

### WHY HAS THE “PERFECT STORM” OF INCREASING ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE AND LACK OF ANTIBIOTIC DEVELOPMENT OCCURRED?

#### What is the cause of antibiotic resistance?

In the aftermath of the unprecedented successes of early antibiotic therapies, in the late 1960s, US Surgeon General William H. Stewart is alleged to have made the now infamous declaration that “[it] is time to close the book on infectious diseases and declare the war against pestilence won” [46]. Although this statement may well be apocryphal [46], it clearly reflects the general sentiment in the medical community at the time [47]. Unfortunately, the past 30 years have revealed how grossly inaccurate that sentiment was [4, 47–49]. Indeed, we are further away than ever from “closing the book on infectious diseases,” which, despite the availability of antibiotics, remain the second-leading cause of death worldwide [50] and the third-leading cause of death in the United States [51].

The global spread of microbial resistance is a predominant reason why infectious diseases have not been conquered. It is commonly expressed that physician misuse of antibiotics is the cause of antibiotic resistance in microbes and that, if we could only convince physicians to use antibiotics responsibly, we could “win the war against microbes.” Unfortunately, this belief is a fallacy that reflects an alarming lack of respect for the incredible power of microbes.

As diverse as human beings are, we pale in comparison with the adaptability of microbes, which inhabit literally every possible climate and environment on the planet, despite extremes of boiling or freezing temperatures, pressures sufficient to crush virtually any human-made submersible, extreme salinity, zero oxygen content, presence or absence of sunlight, etc. Indeed, from the microbial perspective, human beings are nothing more than walking microbial planets; there are 5–10 times more microbes living on and in every human being than there are human cells in our bodies [52]. Bacteria even exist in large numbers miles deep in the midst of solid rock in the earth’s crust [53]. Because of this extraordinary diversity of habitat, microbes comprise fully 60% of the biomass on the planet (90% if cellulose is excluded from the calculation), despite their submicron size [54].

Microbes have had 3.5 billion years to adapt to the various environments on planet Earth [55–57]. The power that drives microbial adaptability is genetic plasticity and rapid replication. It takes many bacteria only 20–30 min to replicate; it takes human beings 20–30 years to replicate. Given the above, there

### Table 1. Microbes versus humans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Microbes</th>
<th>Humans</th>
<th>Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. on earth</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{21}$</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$\sim 10^{22}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass, metric tons</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$\sim 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation time</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>30 years</td>
<td>$\sim 5 \times 10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time on earth, years</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$\sim 10^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE.** Data are from [54].
is no doubt that microbes are the most numerous, diverse, and adaptable organisms that have ever lived on the planet.

On reflection, perhaps it would be wise to reconsider the frequently used metaphor of humans being “at war with microbes” [58, 59]. It is absurd to believe that we could ever claim victory in a war against organisms that outnumber us by a factor of $10^3$, that outweigh us by a factor of $10^8$, that have existed for 1000 times longer than our species, and that can undergo as many as 500,000 generations during 1 of our generations (table 1) [54]. Furthermore, the weapons in a war against microbes would be antibiotics. We need to remember that human beings did not invent antibiotics; we merely discovered them. Genetic analysis of microbial metabolic pathways indicates that microbes invented both $\beta$-lactam antibiotics and $\beta$-lactamase enzymes to resist those antibiotics >2 billion years ago [60, 61]. In contrast, antibiotics were not discovered by humans until the first half of the 20th century. Thus, microbes have had collective experience creating and defeating antibiotics for 20 million times longer than Homo sapiens have known that antibiotics existed.

From this framework, it is obvious that microbes do not need our help in creating antibiotic resistance. On the other hand, what human beings can do is affect the rate of spread of bacterial resistance by applying selective pressure via exposure to the thousands of metric tons of antibiotics we have used in patients and livestock over the past half century [2]. Methods to control unnecessary use of antibiotics include appropriate regulations on use of antibiotics in agriculture (including elimination of use of antibiotics to promote growth of food animals), restriction of antibiotic use to pathogen-specific agents, and limits on the common practice of using antibacterial agents for viral infections. Clearly, it is desirable to use antibiotics only when appropriate, to try to limit selective pressure that increases the frequency of resistance. Nevertheless, the distinction between causality of microbial resistance and the rate of spread of resistance must be recognized if we are to create a true solution to the problem of antibiotic resistance. If our misuse of antibiotics causes drug resistance, the solution that would allow us to forever defeat microbial resistance would be for us to strictly use antibiotics only when truly indicated. On the other hand, if our misuse of antibiotics affects the rate of spread of resistance but does not actually cause resistance, then using antibiotics correctly will not stop microbial resistance, it will only slow it down so that we can find a real solution to the problem. Framed in this context, it is clear that convincing physicians to use antibiotics properly is an important step to take, not because it is a solution to drug resistance, but because it will buy us more time to create a real solution to the problem.

Antimicrobial effectiveness is a precious, limited resource. Therefore, preserving antibiotic effectiveness can be viewed similar to society’s responses to overconsumption and depletion of other precious, limited resources, such as oil and other energy sources, clean water and air, and forests [62]. When supply of these other resources have been threatened, society has stepped in to protect them from further consumption/depletion (e.g., energy conservation and restrictions on factory pollution) and to promote their restoration (e.g., forest restoration). Here, the resource that must be protected and restored is antibiotic “effectiveness.” Society has tried to protect this resource against depletion through antimicrobial stewardship, including the placement of appropriate restrictions on antibiotic use, and through infection control. Unfortunately, society has not acted to promote antibiotic restoration (i.e., the development of new antibiotics), and antibiotic restrictions have the unintended, negative consequence of further destabilizing an already fragile market situation for antibiotic R&D.

Ultimately, we must concede that we will never truly defeat microbial resistance; we can only keep pace with it. The only viable, long-term solution to the problem of microbial resistance is to have in place in perpetuity a continuing, steady development of new antibiotics and other strategies (including immunotherapeutics and vaccines, diagnostics and antibiotic stewardship programs to improve targeted therapy, and well-coordinated and -funded domestic and international monitoring, tracking, and prevention and control plans) to respond to new drug-resistant threats. Finally, because it takes years to develop a new drug, planning must include consideration of needs that are immediate as well those that are anticipated to occur over the coming decade.

These concepts have been summarized succinctly and precisely by Nobel prize winner Dr. Joshua Lederberg, who stated, “The future of humanity and microbes will likely evolve as…episodes of our wits versus their genes” [63].

**What is the cause of decreasing antibiotic development?**

Three years ago, members of the IDSA, in collaboration with
continuing success in developing new therapeutics to treat HIV because they are more successful than other drugs. They are less desirable to drug companies and venture capitalists, however, because they are used. Therefore, thought leaders appropriately encourage restriction of the use of new, powerful antibiotics, and this inevitably negatively impacts sales [64, 67]. In direct contrast, when new drugs in other classes become available, their use may be encouraged by thought leaders.

Finally, an issue that is repeatedly cited by both pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies as a major deterrent for the development of antibiotics is the lack of available guidance documents from the FDA regarding which studies (e.g., placebo-controlled vs. noninferiority clinical trials) and evidence the agency considers to be acceptable to demonstrate the safety and efficacy of new anti-infective drugs [69, 70]. Concerns about the lack of formal guidance documents are exacerbated by perceived inconsistencies in protocol requirements for different companies developing drugs for the same disease states, as well as the uncertainty that the trial currently required by the FDA will be accepted in the future when a New Drug Application is ultimately filed. In communications with IDSA task force officials, pharmaceutical and biotechnology representatives have indicated that the availability of such guidances from the FDA would greatly enhance their companies’ ability to perform antibiotic development.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE IDSA’s RESPONSE TO THE CRISIS IN ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANT INFECTIONS?

In the past 3 years, IDSA leaders have moved aggressively to highlight the drug-resistance problem, including the need to move aggressively to promote new antibiotic R&D. IDSA leaders have testified at governmental and congressional-level hearings [71], have been interviewed for a significant number of trade and major news stories, and have published opinion and editorial pieces to try to further publicize the problem of antibiotic-resistant infections [72].
The initial public alert to the medical community about the growing crisis in antibiotic development was published in 2002 by IDSA members David Schlaes and Robert Moellering [65]. Their warning was followed shortly thereafter by follow-up communications from IDSA members David Gilbert and John Edwards, Jr. [66], and Steven Projan [64]. In response to such publications, as well as to considerable discussion and communications among the IDSA and pharmaceutical and biotechnology officials, meetings were held between the IDSA, the National Institutes of Health, the FDA, the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturer’s of America, and the Biotechnology Industry Organization to better understand the barriers to antibiotic R&D. Subsequently, the IDSA established the Antimicrobial Availability Task Force to consider options, to develop recommendations for legislative and administrative action, and to raise public awareness about the problem [43]. In July 2004, the IDSA released its “Bad Bugs, No Drugs” report, which documented the magnitude of the problem and made recommendations to address the complex issues underlying the lack of antibiotic development [4]. The IDSA financed this advocacy campaign with patients’ best interests and the public’s health in mind. No funding from the pharmaceutical industry or from any other sources were accepted for this effort.

On the regulatory front, for several years, IDSA leadership has urged the FDA to move quickly to publish adequate clinical trials guidance for industry to follow in developing new antibiotics [69, 70]. As mentioned above, recent experiences related to the FDA’s review of antibiotics have been criticized as inconsistent and unpredictable. The guidelines are viewed by industry as critically needed to eliminate regulatory uncertainty. Since 2001, the FDA has stated that guidelines in 5 areas would be published very soon. Fortunately, the first draft guidance document (on acute bacterial sinusitis) has just been published [73]; we are still awaiting the others.

The IDSA also has tried to raise public awareness about the resistance problem. The Society actively participated with the public television program Nova, which produced an Emmy award–winning episode, “Rise of the Superbugs,” which aired in the winter of 2005. Most recently, Time magazine has acknowledged the problems of increasing drug resistance and the lack of new antibiotic development, as well as the role of the IDSA in lobbying Congress to address these problems [74].

**HOW HAS CONGRESS RESPONDED TO DATE?**

Since 2004, the IDSA has worked with several members of Congress to create legislation that could have gone a long way toward addressing antimicrobial resistance and stimulating antibiotic R&D. As a result, several promising bills were introduced. Unfortunately, as a whole, the 109th Congress focused on other priorities and did not act on these bills before adjourning in December 2006.

However, there are signs that the 110th US Congress has begun to recognize the severe nature of the antibiotic resistance crisis. In September 2007, signed into law the Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007 (Public Law No. 110-85; 2007). This bill focuses on improving the FDA’s ability to perform its critical safety monitoring role for drugs, food, and medical devices. Also included in the bill are provisions, developed with IDSA guidance, that will enable the government to begin to gather badly needed data about the extent of the spread of antibiotic resistance among bacteria. For example, there is a provision that requires the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) to study the causes of infections that occur in hospitals and to evaluate hospital infection-control procedures.

Another piece of legislation that was developed with IDSA input, the Strategies to Address Antimicrobial Resistance (STAAR) Act (H.R.3697 and S.2313), has also been introduced to the House of Representatives and the Senate [75]. The STAAR Act calls for creation of an Office of Antimicrobial Resistance in the Department of Health and Human Services and a Public Health Antimicrobial Advisory Board, which are intended to develop coordinated plans and manage a federal effort to combat antibiotic-resistant infection. This coordinated effort would include gathering data on how common such infections are and tracking the spread of such infections in real time. These bills are seen as the first concrete, positive steps toward beginning to address the crisis in antibiotic resistance. Fortunately, the bills have bipartisan support and have been endorsed by several medical and public health organizations, underscoring the universal nature of this issue.

Most recently, new legislation has been introduced into the Senate and House (S.2351 and H.R.4200) that will provide R&D tax credits for critically needed infectious disease products, such as antibiotic and antiviral drugs, medical devices, diagnostic tests, biological products, and vaccines.

The IDSA continues to work with Senators Orrin Hatch (Republican-UT), Edward Kennedy (Democrat-MA), Michael Enzi (Republican-WY), Richard Burr (Republican-NC), Sherrod Brown (Democrat-OH), Charles Schumer (Democrat-NY), Richard Durbin (Democrat-IL), Lamar Alexander (Republican-TN), Christopher Dodd (Democrat-CT), and Barack Obama (Democrat-IL) and with Members of the House of Representatives, including Representatives Jim Matheson (Democrat-UT), Michael Ferguson (Republican-NJ), Henry Waxman (Democrat-CA), Edolphus Towns (Democrat-NY), John Dingell (Democrat-MI), Brian Baird (Democrat-WA), and Barbara Cubin (Republican-WY), as well as with other public health champions in the House and Senate, to develop comprehensive policies to address antibiotic resistance.
legislation to address the burgeoning problem of antibiotic-resistant infection.

THE IDSA’s "WISH LIST" OF STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS ANTIMICROBIAL-RESISTANT INFECTIONS

The IDSA has developed a set of strategies to address antimicrobial-resistant infections. The wish list takes a holistic approach to the problem by recognizing that each of us, including physicians, patients, antibiotic manufacturers, personnel at hospitals and other health care facilities, and others, must act as good partners in keeping antibiotics available and effective for the long term. In so doing, the IDSA’s proposals support existing elements of the Interagency Task Force’s Action Plan. IDSA’s proposals are as follows.

1. The creation of a Federal Office of Antimicrobial Resistance in the Department of Health and Human Services to coordinate and fund the work of the Interagency Task Force to further strengthen and implement the domestic Action Plan, as well as to develop an international action plan.

2. The creation of a Public Health Antimicrobial Advisory Board comprised of experts, including specialists in infectious diseases, hospital and community-based physicians, public health officers, and veterinary and research specialists, to recommend ways to strengthen the federal Action Plan.

3. The establishment of a federal strategic research plan on antimicrobial resistance that will focus on basic, clinical, translational, epidemiological, and interventional research.

4. The creation of an Antimicrobial Resistance Clinical Research and Public Health Network (with at least 10 sites across the United States) to track and confirm, in near real time, the emergence of antibiotic-resistant pathogens, to conduct research, and to enhance our capacity to prevent, control, and treat infections due to antibiotic-resistant organisms.

5. The collection of relevant antimicrobial consumption data, including antibiotic human and animal antibiotic use data and available prescribing data.

6. Strengthened surveillance programs to monitor and track resistance patterns.

7. A requirement that pharmaceutical manufacturers submit to the FDA, as part of a new antibiotic drug application, a resistance impact statement that predicts how approval and use of the antibiotic may impact the development of resistance, as well as a management plan that aims to slow the development of resistance associated with the drug’s use.

8. Sufficient federal funding to implement the federal Action Plan, including for antibiotic stewardship programs to limit the spread of resistance.

9. The establishment and periodic updates by the FDA of antibiotic susceptibility breakpoints for microorganisms based on expert input, to assist physicians in using antibiotics wisely.

10. A reassessment and strengthening of FDA’s regulatory authority relating to the use of antibiotics in food-producing animals.

11. More appropriately regulate the use of antibiotics in agriculture, including phasing out the use of antibiotics for growth promotion in food animals.

12. Finally, a requirement that the US GAO audit the success of the aforementioned measures in completing their stated aims.

To ensure the ongoing availability of priority antibiotics and other tools that target infections resistant to currently available drugs, the IDSA supports the adoption of other appropriate “orphan drug”–type incentives that target “priority” antibiotics (as defined above) and other supportive tools. These incentives are as follows.

1. An R&D tax credit for priority antibiotics and other tools.

2. Grants to encourage clinical development of priority antibiotics and other tools.

3. Extension of the patent life or market exclusivity for priority antibiotics. In November 2006, the US GAO issued a report on new drug development [76] that looked at the effect of including financial incentives or disincentives on the innovative potential of drugs produced by the pharmaceutical industry. One idea noted in the GAO’s report supports extending patent life for critically needed products, noting that “a patent could be extended to 25 or 30 years for drugs considered innovative, or offering high therapeutic potential; while patents for drugs offering less innovative benefits could be only 10 years” (p. 36). Also worthy of consideration is full restoration of patent time lost while the FDA evaluates and reviews priority antibiotic drug applications.

4. Federally funded advanced purchase commitments or other “promised markets” for priority antibiotics and other tools.

5. Expansion of the definition of “countermeasures” found in the newly enacted Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA; December 2006) to include priority antibiotics that treat “resistant bacterial pathogens that threaten the lives of a significant number of U.S. citizens annually.” BARDA is intended to enhance and accelerate the R&D and procurement of promising new countermeasures (defined as “therapeutics, vaccines, and diagnostics”) by infusing federal funds during critical stages in a product’s testing and development. BARDA’s current scope includes funding the development of countermeasures against agents that “may cause a public health emergency affecting national security,” such as pandemic influenza or bioterrorism agents.
6. Transferable priority review vouchers. Such vouchers would be provided to pharmaceutical companies that receive FDA approval for a priority antibiotic or related diagnostic product. The company could use the voucher to expedite FDA review of another product of its choice.

One additional proposal, known as “transferable patent extensions” (also known as “wild card patent extensions”), would grant companies receiving FDA approval for a priority antibiotic an extension on patent time of 6 months to 2 years on another drug that the company markets. IDSA currently is not aggressively pursuing adoption of the transferable patent extension concept because of the extreme controversy that has been associated with this idea. However, of all of the potential solutions, transferable patent extensions are generally acknowledged by pharmaceutical companies to be, by far, the incentives most likely to successfully stimulate new antibiotic development. Although many fear the costs to society incurred by extending the patent on blockbuster drugs, such as atorvastatin, it is possible that a compromise could be reached by capping the earnings resulting from patent extension.

Opponents of transferable patent extensions have characterized the idea as a boondoggle for the pharmaceutical industry. What has been generally underappreciated in this controversy is the potential for newly developed antibiotics to mitigate the dramatic costs posed to society by antimicrobial resistance, estimated to be in the tens of billions of dollars annually [1, 77]. Indeed, an academic analysis of the transferable patent extension concept has indicated that it likely will result in a net savings of billions of dollars in health care costs by promoting the availability of antibiotics to fight costly multidrug-resistant infections [78].

There may be a sense on Capitol Hill and among the public (including physicians) that pharmaceutical companies are to blame for the problem of lack of antibiotic development and, therefore, should not be rewarded with financial incentives to fix the problem. IDSA’s premise from the beginning of its Bad Bugs, No Drugs advocacy campaign has been that the dearth of new antibiotics is a societal problem requiring a collective solution and that it is nobody’s fault. Pharmaceutical companies do not have a constitutional or corporate responsibility to produce antibiotics. Rather, corporate directors have a fiduciary responsibility to invest their R&D dollars in a manner that maximizes the likelihood of return on investment [79, 80]. Indeed US corporations have been successfully sued by their shareholders for pursuing corporate policies that favor public good over corporate profits [79, 80]. Thus, it is completely unrealistic to expect pharmaceutical companies to be solely responsible for developing drugs that, although beneficial to the public good, do not maximize return on investment.

Private, large pharmaceutical companies have discovered, developed, manufactured, and brought to market nearly all of the ~150 antibiotics available today. Unfortunately, their motivation in this regard has deteriorated over time as more lucrative markets, including those for therapeutics to treat cancer, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, arthritis, inflammatory diseases, and dementia, have arisen [42]. A critical void now exists, and it is incumbent on society and our government—which holds the great responsibility of protecting the public’s health—to step up to the plate with incentives to fill that void.

It is perhaps not surprising that the most vocal critics of providing incentives to spur pharmaceutical R&D are generic drug manufacturers and their lobbyists [81]. Generic drug manufacturers perceive that extension of patents will delay their ability to begin profiting from the sales of generic copies of those drugs. However, generic manufacturer criticism of patent extensions likely will prove to be short-sighted; if pharmaceutical companies do not discover, develop, and seek regulatory approval for new antibiotics, generic manufacturers will have no new antibiotics to manufacture as generics in the future, even as sales of old generic antibiotics decrease precipitously as a result of increasing antibiotic resistance. Furthermore, making cheaper generic versions of already existing drugs does not address the problem of rising drug resistance and the increasing incidence of pan-resistant, lethal infections; only innovative discovery of new antibiotics can address this problem.

IMMUNO-ENHANCEMENT IS A COMPLEMENTARY, NOT AN ALTERNATIVE, STRATEGY

Another mechanism to address antibiotic resistance is to continue and enhance R&D of novel immunotherapies and immunoprophylactic strategies, such as vaccines, antibody-based therapies, and cytokines or other small molecules. Development of immunotherapeutics and immunoprophylactics has tremendous potential to reduce the overall burden of infection and infection-related deaths, and it should be a major focus of both government and industrial R&D. The enactment of S.2351 and H.R.4200 should be helpful in this regard. It should be acknowledged that, despite some extensive efforts, there are virtually no immune-based treatments available for common infections other than the vaccines and immunoglobulins that have been used for decades. Thus, it is naive to believe that immunological strategies will be able to completely eliminate the need for new antibiotics. Rather, new antibiotics and immunological strategies complement one another, and both are needed.

WHAT CAN THE GREATER MEDICAL COMMUNITY DO TO HELP SOLVE THE PROBLEM?

For relevant legislation to be viable, politicians need to be convinced that the problem is critical and—equally important—
to hear from their well-informed constituents who believe the problem is significant. Therefore, a grassroots movement spearheaded by the medical community could serve as an invaluable catalyst to raise awareness of the problem.

It is critically important that members of the broader medical community become advocates in this campaign and work with the IDSA to put a “human face” on the problem of drug-resistant infections. The IDSA needs your help in finding Health Information Privacy Protection Act–compliant patient cases and personal stories to demonstrate the negative impacts of antibiotic resistance. The IDSA’s Web site (http://www.idsociety.org/STAARAct.htm) contains several sample patient stories. You may submit additional such stories to the IDSA (rguidos@idsociety.org). We also urge you to reach out to your congressional representatives and to urge your patients to do the same. Please visit the IDSA Web site, which contains sample letters to send to Congress, as well as additional information about legislative opportunities to tackle the antimicrobial resistance problem.

In the meantime, physicians must take care to prescribe antibiotics appropriately, to minimize the rate of spread of drug resistance. Indeed, the IDSA has recently released guidelines on appropriate antibiotic stewardship to try to minimize antibiotic misuse [82]. Most importantly, we must educate each other, our patients, the media, and politicians about this problem. Only the medical community can provide an accurate perspective and rational balance to this issue. For example, although bioterrorism is an important theoretical threat, the total death toll from the anthrax scare of several years ago was 5 people, and the last death due to smallpox in the United States occurred almost 60 years ago. In contrast, as of the year 2000, the CDC reported that ~70,000 deaths due to nosocomially acquired, drug-resistant infections occurred per year in hospitals throughout the United States [4]. The number is almost certainly dramatically higher in 2007. We must not let appropriate concern for important theoretical threats that overshadow the importance of threats that are already striking heavy blows. It is up to each of us to be the voice of reason in this debate and to continue fighting on behalf of our patients and the public’s health.

CONCLUSIONS

The consequences of the failure to create new antibiotics could be catastrophic. Availability of effective antibiotics has revolutionized public health and has been responsible for enabling countless advancements in medical care. For example, antibiotics have been critical to the development of advances in surgery and of myeloablative therapies for cancer and to the transplantation of both solid organs and hematopoietic stem cells. Effective antibiotics have also been critical for advanced medical treatment of patients with trauma and battlefield injuries, as well as myocardial infarctions, strokes, and other illnesses that require intensive care with catheters, hyperalimentation, and mechanical ventilation. Ironically, the very advances in medical care enabled by effective antibiotic therapies have, in turn, created enormous populations of increasingly immunocompromised hosts, who develop infections caused by increasingly resistant microbes that require treatment with newer, more powerful antibiotics. As global and US populations continue to age, this upwardly spiraling need for intensive care with catheters and ventilators, for increasingly aggressive cancer chemotherapy, and for cardiac, abdominal, and other complicated surgeries are all going to continue to increase. Although we have come to take for granted such elements of modern medical care, their continued utility depends in large part on the continued availability of effective antimicrobial therapy.

It is incumbent on physicians to lead the fight to address this societal conundrum. Educate your colleagues and your patients. Write to your Senators and Congresspersons. The time for action is now.
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